Repositories
OnRule is bringing superior organization & intelligence to product regulatory records,
creating a uniform space to store, manage, search & find all regulatory records,
leading to operational excellence, reduced time to revenue, and expedited sales &
shipment.
Problem Statement: Selling a product in any big market typically requires a product
regulatory approval. Proof of the approval is generally required to be shipped along
with the product. The approval certificate must have a valid date and proof that the
applicable standard has been tested. These compliance documents are sometimes
housed in the computer and emails of a compliance engineer, making it difficult to
find the relevant documents in a short time. Further the ability to organize these
documents by key attributes such as products, markets, record types, disciplines,
standards, expiration dates, etc., and then quickly retrieve the relevant record using
a key attribute is a highly desired capability.
Keeping an eye on the upcoming expirations for the purpose of planning, budgeting
and getting the recertification completed before the expiration, is a significant
problem.
A traditional repository uses multiple folder structure by products, markets or
disciplines to store a single compliance document outlining the attributes of
products, markets or disciplines. This creates multiple copies of the same document
that reside into many folders, thus losing the single source of truth. Additionally,
every time this document gets updated, one must remember to version up this
document by revisiting all relevant folders where multiple copies of the original
version resides. With multiple folder structure, finding a correct document with a
high level of confidence becomes difficult.
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Our Solution: Organize regulatory records by products, markets, record types and
disciplines; instantly search & analyze:
• Organize complex records by products,
markets, record types, disciplines,
expiration dates, standards etc.
• Create multiple teams and invite users by
groups, functions, products, projects,
markets etc.
• Digitize records and save in Smart Folders
• Bulk update records to acquire scale and
productivity
• Third-party upload to bring efficiency
• Receive expiration alerts & notifications
• Multi-level ‘sort’ and ‘filter’ for a quick
search of relevant records
• ‘Custom Views’ to instantly find the latest status of favorite queries
• A bar graph provides a visibility of the upcoming expirations up to 24 months
• A geo graphs shows countries where compliance records are not expired
• As records are updated, the relevant collections automatically get updated
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